Build with Shogun.
Shogun, a page builder app for ecommerce platforms including Shopify, BigCommerce,
Magento and Salesforce Commerce Cloud allows entrepreneurs and agencies to rapidly deploy
and test website changes to cut down on development resources and time to market.
Design and page optimization are two of the biggest factors in determining an ecommerce
store’s success. Shogun provides over 30 pre-built page templates and 28+ drag-and-drop
elements optimized for page speed to help teams deliver a better user experience, quickly.
Shogun is an intuitive way to customize ecommerce stores for both developers and
non-technical founders. Whether you’re rearranging your product pages, creating a
design-forward “About Us” page, or building an ecommerce store from scratch, Shogun is the
swiss army knife needed to make your vision a reality.
Shogun is available for Shopify, BigCommerce, Magento and Salesforce Commerce Cloud

Built for Speed
Page speed has a direct impact on user experience and ultimately sales. With Shogun, you can
implement lazy loading and compress image sizes effortlessly with the built-in image
optimization tool.
No Code
Custom page designs often require hours of code and design work, with Shogun’s built-in
drag-and-drop platform, pages can be built and adjusted in minutes requiring only minor
movements of your mouse.
Mobile Responsive
Whether your customers are using their desktop, mobile phone or tablet your store will
seamlessly adjust to your user’s screen size without sacrificing design for a smoother shopping
experience.
SEO Toolkit
Optimize everything from product titles, page descriptions and image attributes to image size,
meta data and on-page SEO elements.
Increase Conversions
Rapidly testing page design is the key to increasing your sales. Shogun’s built-in A/B testing
features allow you to quickly duplicate elements across store fronts and funnels.
Connect
Integrate with leading analytics and social media platforms including Google Analytics, Adobe
TypeKit, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and Pinterest.
The Only Limit is Your Imagination
Create specialty pages and widgets such as FAQ, About Us, Contact Us and Construction
Pages. Customize your collections and product pages to your desire and build sales funnels
from scratch.
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Thoroughly Tested—Installed on over 11,000 ecommerce stores on Shopify,
BigCommerce, Magento and Salesforce Commerce Cloud.
Drag and Drop Platform—Featuring over 28 different elements to design your
ecommerce store including:
○ Image Slideshows
○ Background Images & Videos
○ Hover Effects
○ Countdown Timers
○ Add to Cart Buttons
○ Parallax Scrolling
○ Sidebars
○ Image Overlays
Image Compression and Optimization—With built-in image compression your store
will run faster than ever before by optimizing bulky images.
Custom Product Pages—Design your product pages the way you like with specially
designed drag and drop elements to customize:
○ Image Hover Effects
○ Product Variants
○ Product Galleries
○ Video Catalogs
○ Add to Cart Buttons
○ Product Collections & Editor
SEO Toolkit—Optimize all of the meta data and on-page SEO elements without diving
into the code.

About Shogun
Shogun builds tools to help ecommerce owners design, launch, and update their stores to their
desire. The Shogun Page Builder is an award winning drag and drop platform to aid
development teams and no-code individuals in their pursuit of providing a better customer
experience and increased sales.
Shogun is a completely remote company with employees in 16 countries across the globe.
Founded in 2015, Shogun’s platform has been installed by over 11,000 ecommerce
entrepreneurs worldwide.
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